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LOCAT- AN UNUSUALLY SUCCESSFUL "'Ise.
of Mukden have created a terrible con
ED A. B. SCHLITZBAUM IN
GATHERING HELD HERE
dition. Plague and cholera are said
I
DID NOT INSTALL.
PORTLAND.
BY DELEGATES.
TO
WITTE
M.
to have ap.'oared among the Japanese.
CZAR NAMES
DYNAMITE PLACED BENEATH
CONDUCT PEACE NEToday He and Foreman Watkins of Five Young SS" Were Licensed to Newly Elected Officers for Mangum
THE CASTLE OF ILINSSHUVALOFF'S ASSSSIN.
to Be Installed Neat Week.
the Penitentiary, Go Out After
Preach and idelegates to MemGOTIATIONS.
Mangum lodge of Odd Fellows did
The Prisoner.
KOFE, MOSCOW.
phis Cealerenoe Chosen.
oscow Authorities Refuse to Reveal
not install their newly elected officers
His Identity.
Marshal William MicCullon3, of
Last evening theire was brought to eat evening, but postponed this busiSAILS AT ONCE ON MISSION.
Kuttawa, arrived here
a
close
the annual conference heel by ryas until their session next Thurs- TO BE OCCUPIED BY EMPEROR
yesterday
Moscow, July 13.—The authorities morning
on police business and re- the Methodist churches - 61 the Padu- day night. The delay is occasioned
here decline to disclOse the identity
ported that he had succeeded in cap- call district, aethe Third street Meth- by the illness of Secretary Harry
of
the assas-in of Prefect of Police
Regarded As Leading Liberal Statesturing A. B. Sohlitzbauna the former enlist church on South Third street. Juckt, who has to make out a. semiShuvaloff last Tuesday, but it is now
agent of the American Express com- The gathering has been in session annual statement showing the busi- But Fortunately Discovered by Police
and
Russia
of
man
known that a very prominent and impany, who attained a national repu- since last Monday evening, and is 'less of the secret order before the
Who Have Made Many Arrests
portant political capture has been
Familiar
new officers can be inducted into oftation
in
connection
with
the
conspiconsidered
one
of
the
.most
entertainmude. After the prisicner's escape
Since,
ing, beneficial and busioess-like ses- fice. He is now convalescing and has
from the police station where he had racy where he arid Boatner attemptstatetime
not
out
to
had
that
make
been confined as,a, porta-teal suspect ed to defraud the express company sions held for quite awhien, there beEASTERN QUESTION.
WITH
lent
some days previous to the a,sassina- out of $28,000 by c_laiming it had ing about 25 pastors and 75 laymen "
TERRORISTS WARN TREPOFF
tion of the prefect, Shuvaloff set all been shipped through the company's in- attendance, besides a number of
CARPENTER INJURED.
Fordsville,
visitors
hands
Owensboro
both
from
from
to
inside
and outthe police of Moscow at work to efMt- fect his capture. The prisoner in the Ky., and been atcrlen. Marshal Mc- side the city.
St. Petersburg, July
Will Meadows Fell on Plank Holding
'.. position as meantime shaved off his beard, and PPom traced Schlitzbaum to Portrarieff has resigned
Yesterday morning the conference
New York, July 13.—A World dis-Upturned Nail.
Oregon,
answer
"••
charge
to
the
from London contains the folgranted
patch
licenses
• chief peace plenipotentiary.
to
the
while the police were searching for
following apCarpenter William Meadows yesstealing several thousand dollars' plicauts, permitting them to preach:
from the Vienna correspondlowing
It may be regarded as practically him enerywhere the man went to daft,
terday /mining fell from the John
certa4n that be will be replaced by prefect's office and committed the Worth of shoes from the branoh pen- H. A. Hanby, A. R. Davis, Carlis William-. new building in Rowland- ent to the Daily Mail:
"Private leqers from St. PetersMI Witte, president of the committee crime for whic,h he will now be tried itentiary at Eddlyville While he was Hicklin and Morris Carpenter of this town and alighted in a sitting posiof ministers, wfici as all along been The bullets of the revolver used by t•here serving his year's time for city, and Thomas Lane, of Oak Lev- tion upon a piece of timber lying on burg state that the police have disconsidered the Russian state,man the prisoner were filled with poison. complicity in the $28,a3o package el. Licensing the young men does the ground with an upturned spike in covered elaborate preparations for
pre-eminently qualified to undertake Th crowd in the ante-room of the pre deal. The marshal returned last ev- not mean that they undertake preach- it. The huge nail stuck into the hip blowing up the Castle of Ilinskoje,
the difficjit task of negotiating peace fccture set upon the assassin, who ening to Kuittawa, and this morning ing right away, as each has to under- of the carpenter who was painfully in- near Moscow,' where titia fazr, with
with
was dragged into the street and terri- he will pass back through here bound go a four years' course of study, and jured and afterwards attended by Dr. the imperial family, intended to take
for Portland, accompanied by Fore- those that have been studying a year
Though the emperor on two pre- bly bribes..
up a brief residence. Beneath the
Pendley.
man Waticikns, of the shoe depart- or two already are given that much
apartments destined for his majesty's
vious occetaions has flatly declined to
ment of the prison. They will bring credit on their course, while those
use, a subterannean passage is said to
accept M. Witte, he has now indiback Scelitzbainn, for whom requi- who have not, 'have to undergo -the
have been found leading to a cellar
cated his resdiaess to make the apsition papers have already been got- full study.
where 250 pounds of dynamite lay
pointment. The commission, howWhen they evidence
ten from the governor of the state. their competency to fill pulpita, they
concealed.
ever, will not be actually signed until
The police have made many arForeign Minister Lamsdorff, who W. W. GIBSON ARRESTED YESSchlitzbaiun's career has been va- are given charges.
GARBAGE DUMP WILL BE MOV- rests, apprehending among others
throughout has been NE Witte's
like
ficried and checkered. and reads
TERDAY BY THE POLICE
After the licensing of these, the
ED FROM THE FOOT OF
two engineers who conducted the
supporter, has had an audience
tion. He was agent for the express committee on "Sunday-school and
AUTHORITIES.
CLAY STREET.
cleaning and decorating of the aparttt;
r inlthe emperor.
and
it Education" made its report, the
company at Forepsville, Ky.,
WiltHamilton Locked Up on Charge was claimed, that his pal Boatner chairman being Rev. T. J. Newell, of President Pendley, of the Board of ments at the castle.
"This intelligence, associated with
went to Owensboro and shipped the Broadway Methrlist church of
An Assurance of Peace.
11 Being Drunk and Disorderly
Health, to Lay Before Grind
.6.
if —work
the
murder of Struvaloff, has made
through the express office to Fords- this city. The document dealt in a
To that extent only may the matAmong Police.
Jury Dry Well Question.
impreasion.
-deep
a
nothing
unsettled,
.contain
bundle
purporting
to
vile, a
ter be regarded as
general way with the Sunday school
"Ti.'
czar has now given up all
being certain in Roan* as a promW .W. Gibson, of Tenth and Hus- $28,000 The package was received at and educational work of the churches
Arrangements are being made to at
of
staying at Ilinsiroje."
ides
night,
bast
Schlitzbaum,
remarked
diplomat
Rockville
by Agent
inent
bands streets, was arrested by the poin the district and teemed with able last move the garbage dump from
until the Emperor's signature has lice authorities yesterday on 'the who turned it over to Boatner, and suggestions and rernarics,
bedown
to
the foot 91 Clay street
WILL D;E AT POST.
been affixed. et 'Witte's selection charge of selling liquor without ar li- the hater then howled that the monThis was followed by the morning low the Illinois Central railroad inundoubtedly will behailed as a prac- cense. He rums a saloon at that in- ey had been stolen from inside the rlisaba delivered by
cline, at the edge of the city and
Rev.
R.
W..
Gen. Trepoff Refuses to Be Bluffed
tical assurance of peace. Wink it tersection and on renewing his license package. He 'rade a claim on the INewsom, of Clinton,
hie theme for far away from anybody. This inforBy Terrorists.
would be a mistake to denominate the first' of this month, did not furnish company for it, but finally when the discourse being "Missions"
much
and it mation will be the source of
him as a "peace at any price" man, bondsmen as necessary, to guarantee detectives run the matter down it %vas pronounced a most able and
at
living
people
the
gratification
to
farSt. Petersburg, July 13.—The resigM. Witte earnestly believes that the to the city that be would conduct an was found no money was inside the reaching effort touching
upon that the end of North Third street, as
authoribundle,
establishment.
orderly
The
should
company
nation of MI. Bouligin as Minister of
and
the
ended
charged
and
be
struggle should
trybeen
have
they
years
several
for
great department conducted by rebe succeeded by an understanding ties notified him to get his sureties, the two with a conspiracy to rob it.
ing to get removed from the end of the Interior is expected daily. Gen.
dus workers.
between Russia and Japan, which but he failed, and is now warraneed Boratner got out of time trouble, but
which the gar- Trepoff, the assistant minister of tire
:ernoon Clay the dump off
agent was sent to the EdidyriMe the first thing in the
would insure peace in the Far East for selling without a license. A
wagons of the city throw into interior, will probably be.his successthe conwnittee on "Missions" made bage
for half a century. Indeed, he is per- cense is not complete and of full
rritentiary for one year, and while
river
the refuse, offal, trash and or. The terrorists have recently rethe
sionatly believed to be in favor of a force and effect tintl signed by bond* there was made shipping clerk in the its report through the chairman, Rev. other conglomerations picked up newed their warnings against Gen.
A. Warterteld, of Mayfield. It
men.
Ruseo-Japanese alliance.
shoe factory. He was released Feb- C.
around the city. The dump is moor- Trepoff with ominous persistence.
The conduct of negotiations by M.
ruary tete and atfer ins departure it showed hie Illtiflionary work done ed at the edge of the stream, but now The general is constantly in receipt
different congregations of the
Hamilton Locked bp.
Witte, it is felt by the peace party
was found that he had shipped out by the
the city has a deal on whereby 0447 of letters owned by the executive
here, would inspire the instant conWill Harnitton, white, was locked many cases of shoes t, confederates, district, bogs foreign and home For will get a right of way to open a c-ornmittee of the fighting organizafidence of Japan.
up last evening by nfficers Johnson who would sell them. It is charged 'home mission work inside the Pa- thoroughfare from the end of North tion, informing him that his hour
and Rogers on the charge of being his mode of procedure would be to ducah district there has been 'pent Sixth, across private property to the has come. A remarkable feature of
Witte's Only Handicap.
drunk and disorderly. He is the Ham bill out a case of goods, send the in the past year et.400, while $1,too
river front, and can now move dawn all the communications is that the
The on'y handicap under which M. ilton who killed "Bad Eye Jack" goods and bill to the depot by the this went right here in Paducah. In that way the dump, which will be far writers take pain, to say that no
Witte labors is +ie lack of familiari- Smith several years ago in self-de- trusties doing that outside work, get addition .to this about $3,000 was from the homes of anybody and at safe-guarde will avail to avert his
ty ....*J‘ the Earth,. language, as the fense, and who was charged with a bill of lading from the railroad, and spent outside the district.
a place from 'whence no complaint impending doom.
At the samie time they tell him that
only 'foreign languases he speaks are *hooting at Specia Officer /bailey in then destroy the documents after the
The committee on "Sabbath Ob- can arise, as it is too distant for the
the Illinois Central railroad yards trusties turned same back into his servance presented resolutions against winds to carry tire stench arising he need not be afraid to go abroad
German and French.
Mluraviefre ltetirement, ostensi- last year.
hands. Of coarse the trusties thought Sabbath excia-sione and they were Rom the offae. bank over the resi- in the streets. They add:
"Your sentence via be executed in
bly owing to resia—ni of 41 health, i.
the shipments were proper, not know- unanimously adopted. The docu- dences nearby.
Negress Struck.
In reality due to the ct that the eming to whom the shoes %ere shipped. ment handled from its maay sides
Dr. J. W. Pendley, the preaidentrof your own room. You will die in
the important question of Sabbath the board of health, stated yesterday yoter bed."
peror became convina 4 that the neHenry Harrison, colored, was Srlearnhal
Mt-Cullom commenced
The terrorists seem to take pride
violation, and also the observance of thee it seemed they were unable to
gotiattens might be jeopardized if he rested hy Officers Terrell anti Cross working on the
case and finally loin
issuing a challenge involving a
M. Moravieff yesterday on the charge of striking cated
went to Wilehington
the
Lord's.
Day.
get
rid
"dry
of
wells
thr
around
over
Schlitztraum at Portland,. Orehimself, upon consideration, quite Sylvester Ray, a negres,.
I-hiring the election of delegate, to the city and that he had about decid- cknionstration of their power and
grin, and ordered his arrest. Yesresource, to penetrate the armor of frankly Ocognized his lack of diploterday he received telegrams an- represent the Paducah district at the ed to quit ordering the people to fill
the police. Moreover Gen. Trepoff
enetic viaining and his want of acGambling Charged.
nouncing the capture of the alleged annual Memphis- conference which same up, and would wait until the
idaintance with the questions inHerman Karnes and Clyde Mat- fugitive, and now today goes out will be held at Mayfield, the follow- grand jury convened during the Sep- knows enough of the resources and
desperateness of the organization to
volved and with equal frankness ex- thews were arrested by Officers there after him,
accompanied by Fore- ing were chosen: Messrs. B. H. tember term of circuit court, and firmly believe
that the terrorists are
pressed satisfaction that he had Churchhill and Rogers ion the charge man Watkins.
Scott and T. E. Ford, of this city; have the parties owning the wells inbeen relieved,
Mk-. Barlow, of Barlow. Ky. and dicted on the ground of maintaining able to execute their threats. He
of gambling.
The penitentiary authorities learnNeither the Washington nor Tokio
Browder, of Clinton, Ky. In a nuisance. The wells are dug out in makes no concealment .of the fact
ed of the theft when the drummer Prof.
government has been officially advisaddition
to being chosen a delegate, the yards of premises outside the that he expects to be killed, but\ hi.,.
• Diamord %rig Stolen.
•
for them visited some shoe dealers at
ed of M. efuraviefes withdrawal, the
Mr. Scott was designated as the lay sanitary sewerage district, and then nerveis unshaken.
Yesterday Charles, the 12-year-old New Orleans, and tried to
sell them member from fide district on the connected with
foreign office probably preferring to on of Opeator t,Tfhornac Gi•owl, of
piping to the toilet 'I wile! at least die at the posit of
goods The dealers stated they were
announce the mane of his auccessor
board of missions for the Memphis room, and water closets inside the duty,' he says.
I. C. telegraph offices, went so Ike full up on his line, and the
drummer conference. The . district delegates homes. Through
Privately Gen. Trepoff takes a
at the name time. The change in tite
these pipes the ofhen's establishment on South Sec- krone senniething was wrong,
as no report the work effected during the fal and refuse from
gloomy view of the future of the auchief of plenipotentiaries does not ond street and tried to sell a fine diawater
cloaets
shioc had been shipped those peoinvolve any postponement of the date mond ring that he claimed to' have
past year in this district, when the flow into the dry welly; where a gereat tocracy in which .he believes. The
ple. The matter was traced down
general is confident that .if given
of sailing of the peace mission for found on the market. Mr,. Cohen etcend laid at the door of the former Memphis - conference gathers, and stencil and gas is enclosed.
untrammelled power he could reWallington.
also
serve
on
cammmatees
and othercame suspicious and teleteboned the express agent while
he Was shipping wise avast in the work
a.
store the old status quo in a year,
when the
police who tookswcharge of the young clerk.
RAILROADER DIED.
but the present raccilating policy he
The Appointment Signed.
Nfayfiebd session begins.
man. It was found that the ring had
St. Petersburo, Jul3r 1.3.—Emperor been stolen tecim the residence of Mr.
It was decided to hold the next Remains of Charles Threet to Be thinks will end only in ruin.
A representative
Nicholas hasi signed the appointment Charles Defacer at Ninth and Clark PRISONER ?LACED IN
district confeernce kt Barlow, but the
assembly-,
Buried Today.
matter what its, Initial character m
of M. Whitte, president of the com- streets, and was turned .over.tc the
for
same
date
is
not
until
chosen
afJAIL PENDING TRIAL
mittee of ministers, to be chief plen- owner. The lad s'as then arrested on
ter the Memphis conference gatherMr. Charles. Threet died yesterday be, he is convinted, wal soon be
ipotentiary representing the, Russian the cjaairge of grand larceny.
ing, becaase the latter cession may morning at to o'cioolw at the family transformed into a constituent assem„government in the peace Aegotlations
Paris, Tema, July 13.—eheriff A. P. change the presiding elder of this residence, 708 Tennessee 'street, after bly which will give the death blow
I.
to absolutism.
to he conducted next month in the
dwards and 05:ty Marshal Wharton Istria. The elder is the party nam- an illness of complicated diseases.
Patrolman Out.
United States.
The appointment, . Patrolman Samuel Beadles wart
aturned yesterday afternoon with ing the district conference dates, so
The dee:caste:I was 35 yes of age
whic'h was signed after midnight, will sieg.ty yesterday and will be ablebo
, E. Pr.. a vo.erinary surgeon of it ,has to he awaited before selecting and employed at the Illinois Central CONTEMPT PROCEEDINGS
clothe M. Witte with plenary powers. atteM trial tonight of the impeach- th4e place, who is charged with a,bect- those dates until the efierophis con- railroad shops. He came here one
HAVE BEEN DROPPED
Official notification of the designa- ment proceedings he instituted against ingi for immoral purposes Ke-enie ference settles the matter as to who year since frown Mayfield. He leaves
tion of M. Witte to head the mission City Jailer Thomas Evitts, whom he Campbell, a young woman off Murray', wili'be the either for the Paducte4 dis- a wife.
Cincinnati, 0., July 13.--The prowas forwarded to Washington this charges with beating him up at Thir- Ky., alI
tt
gie prisoner was placed in trict next yeaf.
,
This rooming at to o'clock the fu- posed contempt charge against Mayor
morning. M. Witte will take passage teenth and Clay slreets with the po- jail pe
trial. Alex forest, al
The conference elosed last even- neral services will be held at the res- Helmboln, of Newport, Ky., which
on the North German Lloyvl steamer liceman's billy that was jerked from under guard, is being held for
ing with a settmon by Rev. Watts, of idence, and be follcnved with inter- has been ordered by United States
)(laser Wilhelm der Grosse, which ainder his arm. The case will be in- same alleged offense, and ttff case 1 ovelareville'',' who spoke on "Why ment at Oak Grove cemetery.
Judge COchraise because of the maysails fro
erbrurg July 26.
or's action in connection with the imvestigated unless the aldermen decide promises to be a sensational one if it llast Thou Forsaken Me." Before
Funerals.
to postpone same until the return should come to trial, an event doubt- areciuornien
nit
'resolutions wereneAdoptYesterday afternoon at 2 o'clock prisonment of Caleb Powers in the
PItGUE AND CHOLERA.
from Baltimore of Alderman William ec'. by many, who think an amiathlç e4 thanki - 4. *now teterm'sthe con- the funeral services were held over Newport jail, ha- been dropped after
.01.••••••
understanding will be reached after g oregatioro a I Pastor Fields of the the remains of Judge John Mulkey a long distance telephone talk beKraus, who is away on a visit.
Corpses Creating Terrible
short deloie
Third ent-et Aderhodist .ii
tween the judge and officials in Newcsrcb for at -Mietropol
Condition.
DeCaImg
MEN CAUGH, UNDER WALL.
In addition to his being invols-Z.. the excellen(Imannee' tai l Which the
The little chile of Mr. and Mfrs. port. The charge of resisting federal
a
Baltimore, July 13.—While work- for time in, this case, Dr. J. Forest, rfeleoates wei_ careirfor and enter Edward Smith, of Arcadia, was bur- officers in the performance of their
Spinghai, Manchuria, July I.3.— men were engaged yesterday in exca- who was released on motion
;-•o., /- .
ied yesterday afternoon at 4 o'clock duties, however, will be pushed, the
of the tinned.
Quiet contlitties along the front, hut vating in old wall of the Glenn build- bather of the girl,
The isornhined reporps ;if the gath- at Oak Grove cemetery.
mayor ond two policemen who acted
suffered a loss of
the Japanese ate still moving in Ko- ing on Saint Paul street, the wall sud Pe while sleeping off
under his orders -being held for apthe effects of ering s4owe4 tftat the churches i.
rea. The Russian trains move as far denly collapsed, two laborers being the drimk taken NS.%
There have been a large 'number of pearance before the United States
Newhst Friday, this distt ict .had a tots, membership
as Changtafu. Information from the buried in tee ruins. One of there, and clso
oay a fine into the of 9,o, while fat many 'thousands fatalities the past two days from sun commissioner tomorrow.
Japanese lines indicates that the rank.. James Hartman, was extricated alive city trectasury for
being in the condi- of dollars had Viten expended during strokes awl other effects of the 'hot
and file are 'exceedingly anxious fot and will recovor. The other, John tion in which he was
—James Grallegui, white, was arplaced by the the past year in carrying on the gen- weather in certain sections of the
peace. To counteract this feeling. Allen, colored, was deed when faken liq(KW. He 'does
TPA
charge
Plew .ral (+arch and nvistionary work. states. The larger cities have partie- rested last night by the police on the
Field Marshal Oyatrut is continually out.
with the theft of his money.
Broadway Methodist church is the ularl ysofeetred.
charge of gambling.
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Missing People

Just Got Started

"IT SUFI) MY LIFE

77

PRAISE FOR i FAMOUS MEDICINE

Repairs Orderedi

THE GLOBEBANK & THUS.
Of Paductsda, Kentucky,

Capital

Surplus $11515,m

THE BOARD OF WORKS AFTER
MAYOR YEISER SAYS THAT HE TEXAS MAN WANTS TO LOand
OF
FORD,
THE &RICK STREET CONJOHN
CATE
SOMEINTENDS DOING
l How She Tried Lydia
Mrs. Willatisse Ts
TRACTORS
THIS CITY.
THING.
E. Pinkhames VIetable Compoued lust
•.
Time.
in
Jeff
Mrs.
Order Issued Yesterday to Contractor ED P.
From
Heard
Cumberland Telephone Company Will Nothing Yet
G. W. ROBERTSON. V. ID
NOBLE, PRES.
Tom
Lover,
Patterson and to Contractor TerHer
and
Briney
of
Manning,
Willadsen,
Franchise
Take
C.
T.
to
Mrs.
Be Compelled
rell.the Day Before.
Haws, Who Eloped.
N. W. VAN CULIN CASHIER
Iowa, writes to Mrs. Pinkham:,
or Quit Business.
Dear Mrs. Pinktuun :—
Transacts all regular banking business Solicits your deposits. Pa)
Yesterday the board of public
"I can truly say that you have saved my
Deputy Sheriff William. Lydon yesYesterday in epeaking of the Cumto
my
express
gratitude
cannot
I
and
life,
works ordered City Solicitor Edward Per mat per annum on time certifiteate of deposits.. Safety boxes in
,berkand Telephone company refusing terday received a letter from L. L. you in words.
Puryeart to serve official notice upon
to bid for the franchise put up for its Emery,.of Houeton, Texas, who reproof vault for rent at $3 to $10 per year ae to sise. You carry your
Contractor William H. Patterson, the
especial benefit last Monday, Mayor quested the deputy sheriff to notify
surviving member of the firm of Pat- key and no one but yourself has ac cess.
Yeiser stated that he had jun got him if anything was known of the
terson. Sz Porteous, then his tiem must InL0 ••••••••••••=••••••
started good and that he intended to whereabouts 'of John R. Ford who rerepair -the bad places- in the brick
see the runner through. By his ac- sided in this city during t836. Mr.
street work along Broadway from
tions and demeanor he indicated that Emery did not state why he wanted
First to Fifth streets. The non-tractor
'he intended to make the' telephone to locate Mr. Ford, neither did he
will be given live days within which
company take a franchise or `start give any iaidditional data excepting
to complete the undertaking and then
something," as he stated he started that the other made Paducah his
if it ie not done probabilities arc the
the fight and made the corporation home during the year mentioned. Mr.
municipality will have - the work done
pay 'into the city treasury several Emery asked that if the deptity sherarid compel Mr. Patterson to pay for
thousand dollars taxes and pole li- iff did not know of the whereabouts
same.
cense they owed, and now intends of Ford, that the Texas man be put
Do you want a first class Job by an
The board of works claims that
in communication with acme of the
making them take a grant
there are many bad places in the
When asked what they intend doing cld residents of this section en that
expert !workman? if.tlyou do, take
brick week and sameshall be repaired
about the franchise business, none of he could ascertain if they knew anyit to
immediately. This does not include
the telephone c-omptany's officials will thing concerning the man.
Mr. Lydon does not know anything
have anything to say on the subject
"Before I wrote to you, telling you bow 1 'the concrete sidewalk- laid alongside
outside of the fact that They did not of Ford, but if anyone is cognizant hit, I had doctored for over two years steady the brick work on this thoroughfare
spent lots of money on medicines besides, by these contractors, as the had
intend to-bid On the grant put up and of his whereabouts they would prob- and
but it all tailed to help me. My monthly
by
Mr.
on
Emery
favor
confer
a
ably
Henry
places in the pavements were repaired
Lawyer
to
Monday
sold last
Hods had ceased and I suffered much
with fainting spells, headache, backache
last spring.
Hughes, who is the company's attor- notifying him.
bowleg-down pains, and I was so weak I
During Wednesday's meeting the
rtey, but chims he bought the francould hardly keep around. As a last resort
Not„-,-Yet
Located.
chise for Morganfield people.
I decided to write you and try Lydia K. Pik- board issued the same order to ConDetectives Moore and Baker have barn's Vegetable Compound, and I am so tractor F.,d C. Terrell who laid tithe
As the franchise only brought $20,
t I did, far after following your
thankful
and every other franchise sold here rrot yet located Tom Haws tend Mrs. Instructions, which you sent me free or an brick streets on Fifth, Fourth end 444.4--P4-1-H44-4444-44444-44-144+
my monthly periods started; I am Third from Jefferson to Kentucky
during the past few years has gone Jeff Briney, the runaway couple who
and in whet health. Had it not avenue, anti on Second from Jefferson
for not less than $soo, the council and eloped from near Cunningham, Ky.,
been for you I would be in my grave today.
City,
Union
in
of
were
heard
and
last
the
reject
week
next
will
aldermen
erzigtrust that this
may lead to Broadway. Many bad places exist
"1 sinosral
woman in the country to in this work also
salt when the mayor makes report to Tenn, The female is a married wo- 'eery Aar
man of family who fell in love with write you for help as I did."
than of whist he did.
When women are troubled with ir- GRAFT PREVAILS
One city official said yesterday that her neighbor, Hews. and ran away
THROUGH NATION.
the nelephone company was just car- with him. Mir. R. N. Denny. her regular or painful menstruation, weakness, leucorrhcea, displacement or ulrying out its customary practice of father, has been here looking for ceration of the womb, that bearingbluffing until made to show down, as them and enlisted the aid of the de- down feeling, inflammation of the ova- Reperts From Correspondents Show
Officials Accused in Majority
they did about paying the taxes last tectives., who do, not know whether ries, backache, flatulence, general deor
he
not
19 yet in town, a,s he has not
over
turned
and
bility,
nervous
prostrawas
indigestion
$3,600
e Of States.
When
whitihr
-to the dry. He continued that if the been seen by them since Wednesday tion, they should remember there is
one tried and true remedy. Lydia R,
Chicago, July 13.—The Tribune recompany end not legally owe the mon night
Pink hates Vegetable Compound atones ports from many states in the union
the
ey they never would have paid
remov s such noublen
mtmicipality, and were justi holding
No ottn - female medicine in the world show that graft prevails throughout
Fall
t
conTournamen
has received such widespread and un- the nation. The Tribune says:
out until compelled to ac't' He
qualified endorsement. Refuse all sublflow widespread is the grafting by
strues their present action in the same
stitutes.
thene++4-4-4-4.4-541
public officials throughout the Unitlight regarding the franchise, that
Pinkham invites all sick women ed- States and the slow awakening of
company having no grant, and claim- GUN CLUB DIRECTORS YES- toMrs.
write her for advice. She has guided
realization of the exing they will not buy any.
TERDAY SELECTED AUthousanda to health. Address, Lynn. the public to a
are profiting
officials
which
to
tent
Maaa.
GUST 15, 16, 17.
by the fund's of taxpayers and from
A DARING KIDNAPING
the extortion of bribes and perquiLast Day of Meet Big Live Bird
sites from those who would enrich
Is Planned by Ex-Convicts in New
Event Will Be Pulled Off for a
Sere
Bridges
Mexico.
therneeivee at the expense of the
$1,000 Purse.
community, is: revealed by telegraph
Denver, Col., July I2.—A dispatch
dispatehes from the various states.
Yesterday morning Dr. W. L. Hans
From time to time within the last
DOWN TO SIGN UP
to the News from Santa Fe, N. M., bin, president of the Paducah Gun CAME
stays:
month, have ,come scattering telfew
WITH
MORE
CONTRACTS
club, held a meeting of the board of
A plot to abduct•Gov. Otero's eon directors and selected the dates for
egrams telling of the indictment of
CITY.
has been exposed. Eight ex-convicts the fall tournament to be given here.
public officials for the betrayal of
are said to have formed themselves The event will consume three days. The Work Along Third Street Is their trust's, of the failure of banks
into a band to carry nut the plot. The August 15th, 16th and 17th. This
througn mismanagement that somePrOgressing Very Slowly, State
times barely escaped criminal prosplan was to abduct the governor's son pieces it right in the minst of the
City Officials.
—_a
and carry him into the wilds of the time during which the state military
ecution, and the league of supposed
the
county,
Lincoln
break
who
in
laws
•,.ehe
of
Ilalpais country
enforcers of the
Contractor Exiwin Bridges,
regiments will be holding their anwhere he was to be held for ransom. nual encampment here with several Irm that is reconstructing Third taws. But probably there has. been
The gang, after reaching the Malpais, thousand soldiers in attendance. By street from Kentucky avenue to Btitekd little realization of such widespread
intended to inior.m the governor that these arrangerriente the militiamen street, arrived here yesterday morn- graft throughout the nation as is reanew poratad.)
if within thirty day, he would *poen will have an opportunity to participate ing and will he in the city for a few vealed by the investigation ,ummartat a certain place, an enormous sum in the tournament, as many crack days. He come, to sign the contract ized in the Tribune this morning.
Business,
of money as ransom and accede to shots are among the state guards, with the city for the concrete sideThe reports from correspondent's
other demands, his son, would be re- and will take advantage of the shoot- walks his firm will lay on both sides show that ire fully two-thirds of the
Office
turned safely, and if the ransom was
of Jefferson from Second to Ninth. states of the union 'graft is prevailing.
the
that
and
Ninth
not forthcoming and the demands not
wholesale
scale
a
on
to
ing
First
avenue
from
Kentucky
Hans
A committee composed of Dr.
Machinery
2nd;ancIptonroe
acceded to the cost to the governor bro, Ben Weille and Ambrose Mer- and Sixth, Seventh and Ninth streets flagrant offenses have aroused the
Both.'Phoneslii
would be the life of his sone
cer was chosen to make out the pro- from Kentucky avenue to Jefferson victims to demand and inflict punish- And HouseholdNoods.
Gov. Otero has the mounted police gram of shooting events and also ef- street. He was awarded that work ment.
and secret service of the territory on fect aH other arrangements fee the when the contracts for reconstructing
Legislators Guilty of Bribery.
the lookout for members of the gaeg, tournament that will draw here the those streets were recently awarded.
In some states it is found that legand will leave no stone unturned until best elicits from over tA world, as
Mr. Bridges is to also do the brick islator, have been Frailty of acceptthe entire party is captured.
during the last day a big live bird street work on Jeffereen from Second ing bribes. in California they have
match will he piffled' -off arid a $T.000 to F5fttr, and the avenne from First been expelled and one ba-e been sent
CUBA IS NOW UP TO DATE.
purse 'hung up to be divided among to Fourth, arrangements having been to jail. In other states, as in Arkanmade -when the areuracts were recent- ale, they are under indictment In
DAWSON SPRINGS, KY.
the winners.
Immense Electrical Railway System
The first two days of the gathering ly awarded that the Southern Bine many, as in New York, favor, are
This fine modern hotel is now open under a new
to Be Equipped.
there will be nothing but target eyelets lithic company would get the contract admittedly a matter of barter and
sidevale.
while the live bird affair comes off for all the new work, outside
for guests at
New York, July I2.—The 'Havana the 17th, the entrance fee for which walks, but nelet to Bridges- the conIn New Orleans and other cities it management
Central Railway company has award- will he $25.
found
is
are
while
the
that
leagued
police
tract for the brick street work,
ed to a prominent electrical company
the bitulithic people will do the bitu- with criminals to prey upon the law
contracts for the construction and
lithic work that is intended for the abiding citizens, and in °t-here, as in
FINED
RAILROADER
accommodations at reasonable rates
equipment in Can, of the largest elecavenue from Fourth to Ninth, Jeffcr Philadelphia, politicians have grown
trical railway system ever initiated by
Ninth.
of
disreputaearnings
the
from
rich
For Tearing Clothing Off Lottie snn from Fifth to Ninth and
American interests outside of the
Seventh and Sixth from the avenue ble dives. In scores of cities the
Ladd, a White Woman.
United States.
City administrations are uncovering
te Jefferson street.
Dawson Springs, Kentucky.
The company will build and operate
much
be
practices that were suspected but
to
seem
not
does
There
$20
fined
John Jones, white, was
network of interurban lines, radiatglance
now
doing
a
as
revealed.
along Third street,
and cons by Judge Sanders in the
ing from the city of liavtena, and covbeing
are
Prominent citizen*
nee-wing on the up and down the thoroughfare Avows
yesterday
court
police
ering an extensive territory in the inclothing off or men at work. Of course the rain brought to !harm before those who
some
tearing
of
charge
terior of the island, which has hitherproLottie Ladd, at• a West Court street has interfered considerably, but the have been tasu-ght to regard their
to been without transportation faciliaccused is board of public Works is of the opin- bity as anove reproach, and they
The
flee.
a
during
resort
ties. About 123 miles will be conan employe of the Illinois Central ion that the operations are not going stand before their- fellow citizenv as
etructed at first, involving an expendnroad, and refusing to give his right forward_ aes rapidly se they should, be- pervcrters of nietice and instigators
iture of about $5,000,000.
r
.
name for fear of ekning his job, he cause at this slow pace the contractor of violation's of the laws for their
The road, besides its passenger traf
private profit. In Oregon a senator
will not get done all vvinter.
a fictitious new.
eave
ec. will ineugurtite a freight, service.
of
the United States hap been concosts
and
$t
Joe Brener was fined
The power house, to be constructed
Phones: Office 385—Residence 1696
ONE DEAD; ANOTHER DYINO. victen and conereesinien are on trial. Office 306 Broadway
drunk.
being
for
in Havana. will generate 7,500 horse
Suspicion.
States
Only
Above
Six
and
$ao
fined
was
Charles Young
power of electric energy at 91,000
The inquiry develops that in only
Boone County Feud Results in a
costs for disorderly conduct.
volts, three-phase current.
eleven
elates' is there no charge of
Encounter.
Frank
Tragic
'
and
Sullivan
A man named
J.
graft or investigation threatening.
$1 and -costs each
fined
were
Potts
500 CHINESE ARE DROWNED.
Cincinnati, July 12.—George Ritcte But among thone exempt are Colofor being drunk.
Ilpecleist as Dineeses
en a farmer, surrendered to Sheriff rado, which has retently been the
By Collapse of Overcrowded Mat
JAY& EAR, NOSE MID THROML
Allphen, of Bonne county, at Hebron. scene of tremendous ballot fraudin
IS KILLED BY OFFICERS.
Shed on Banks of West River.
yesterday, and is 'held on a charge of Delaware, wbove electorate is notorRyes Tested, - - - Maws Fitted.
Victona, B. C., July 12.—News was.
Slain While Re- killing William Smith, a grocer, and iously corrupt; Klentuelay, Where,
received by the Empress of India of Leitchfield Man Is
a
however,
shot
governor was
not
probably mortally wounding John
Office Hours: II a. in. to 4 p. as
sisting Arrest.
the drowning of over ecio Chinese as
Warner, Smith's father-in-taw. The many months ago to prevent his inMcD.
Building, Rear Ofbce
12.—A.
Truaheart
July
Ky.,
Leithfient,
overan
a result of the collapse of
P. McClure, the tragedy was the culmination of a feud auguration; Mississippi, Where more
crowded mat shed on the banks of Cure, son of James
—
Padocals.
Kentucky.
of this place, was of several months, the men meeting thanehalf the citizens are disfranchisHeadquarters for Spaulding baseball
the West river. near Canton. Outside leading jeweler
ed; Montana, where politics ie merenight.
last
renewing
their
and
quarrel
Deputy
either
by
&Med
and
goods. Gloves, masks, balk, balls
Sztri City, northwest of Canton, a shot
or Night Merr- Smith died at midnight and Warner's ly a struggle between level copper etc, etc.
large gathering had assembled th wit Sheriff W. H. Coppage
kings.
Of
those
exempt
only
men
six
night about to death is expected hourly. Both
ness the dragon boat festival. Dense shal T. L. Baird last
really stand with clear skirts-.--viz;
eere terribly cut with a, knife.
arrest
resist
to
trying
while
o'clock
built
then
crowds flocked to the mat
Geornia, Iowa, Maine, MaestecniiHe in the meantime cut Deputy Copover the river.
setts+,
Michigan and Notith Carolina.
HALL.
PLAN
FOR
MEMORIAL
Oruro with Drs. Rivers & Rivas;
left ear, inflicting a
. The structure gave way and pre- page under the
Meis
12.—ft
proposserious.
July
Washirigton,
prove
may
Which
wound
cipittaten all into the river. A few
Able to Go Alone.the influence of ed to add a second story to the Vita
120 North Fifth. Both Phoney ale.
seven nhemeelves, hut the others were anie was ender
The angular, hard-featured, seinpos
Sheetzer cennes federal building, now in IngoR.
Coroner,
W.
whisky.
drowned.
sessed matron was picking her way
will bold an inquest this morning. It cess of construction, in order that the
Reeklenee MST Clay Old phone rdes
& Jackson Sts. phone 231
across the crowded enreet when the
upper
floor
may
shot
be
that
is
need
the
not
a
as
fired
known
who
Ceinete
7th
One %wicked and twenty-six lives
38.
phone
Sts.,
Clay
A
policeman wit the largest waist nnwere lost by an explosion of fire killed him, As both were king at Rogers Clark memorial hall, sehtne del-tor-e to assist her.
McFadden, the
Photographer,
1444
•
r•-•-•••••••••••••••
GIME
explorer
of
farnotte
the
mementoes
snort
range.
<tamp in a colliery near Cardiff.
still takes the !ead. Photography is
She
him
whiecked
face
across
the
the
of
may be gathered from ill parts
Wake', on the ittn.
The Russian emperor i said to elf its beauty of style and finish at
compass. Congreseman Cheney, of with a big umbrella.
Never to Return.
have flatly declined to apl, Tint
tie gatkry, Broadway, Paducah
"You
have
no
a
right
grab
to
lady
New Missionary—Can you tell me Indians, is urging this project. but the
Three men were killed and five innsisenace
the
of
bead
Witte
the
as
by
the
sir
arm,
1"
said.
she
"Resides
has
jured in a rock mine near Birming- what ha, become of my predecessor? ccneract for a one-etory building
my vaccination is taking."—Chietgo pion, although strong influences were
not
will
been
let,
and
probably
trip
a
plans
made
Cannieal
Chief—,
'
He
Subsccibe for the Regiati.
sea
was
There
ham, Ala Tuesday.
brought to 'bear in White's behalf.
Tribune.
be changed.
into the interior.
•
rious cave-in.
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Does Your Watch
Need Repairing?

lohn ). 13leich, jeweler.
224 Broadway, - - Paducah, Ky,

a
A

J h. COULSON,

'

.
ING..
PLUMB
Steam and Dot Water Heating.
Phone 133.

Abram

S

529 Broadway.

L.Well & Co

FIRE INSURANCE

Accident,[Life, Liability, Steam BoilerCampbell Block.
Office Phone 369,
▪ Residence Phone 726

\.

Paducah Transfer Company
;General Cartage
Superior.Facilities for
Handling Freight,

•\

P.D. Fitzpatrick, Supt.

,

New Century -Hotel

;

the
FAMOUS KENTUCKY WATERING PLACE
Very best,

Price Bros. etc CO.,

L. L. BEBOUT`

General Insurance Agency

We Write Anything in Insurance

Bacon's
Drug Stores

•

•

•

4

Dr. L. D. Sanders,

Dr. B. T. Hall

BACON'S
DR.UG STORES.:

• •"

tra

•
*MM.
WIP-411.•

S aminations

NOTIeE!-E

Very Low Rates

IL. C. LIGHTFOOT.

—LAWYER—

Highest price paic for second-hand

Ade

Announced, Via
SOUTHERN RAILWAY
Extreme.)
, bow rates are announce% 'cum of K,ed via the Southern railway from
points on its lines for the follow4ng
tad IL
special occastoina:
Athens, Ga.—Sumner school, June
28, I905.
Knourville, Tana.--Sernarter school,
'use ao--juty 58, upos.
LAWYERS.
Konteitgie, Tenn.--litionteargle
Both Phones figs.—Rooms 203 and aos Training school, July 3—Aug. za, r905
Montengle, Tarun--Wornan's con• gress, AUE. lb.--t15,, 1935.
Fraternity Building.
Nashville, Term.—Peabody colhige,
summer schools, Vanderbilt Biblical
inertrtute, _Tyne 14—Aug. g, 1905.
Oxford, Wise —Summer school,
University of Mississippi, June 14—
Aug p.1905.
City Attorney.
Re..bruond, Va.—Farmers' National
congress, Sept. 12-22, 1905.
Attorney-at-Law.
Tuscaloosa, Ala.--Sucurier school
teachers, June 16—Asly 28, igos.
Room 13 and is Columbia Blidg. forRates
for the above occasion open
to the public. Tickets wiP be sold to
Old Phone tea
these points from all stations on tbe
Southern radway. Detailed information can be had upon application to
any ticket agent of the Southern
way or agents of connecting lines
or by addressing the underairsiod.
ATTORIVEY'AT•LAW.
T. W. CREWS, T. P. A., Lexington, Ky.
tog I-2 North Fourth Street, Upstairs
W. H. T'AYLOR, G. P. A., Washington, D. C.
Conune.-cial arid Cc-operadvi
C. H. HUNGERFORD, D. P.
Business a Speeisity.
Louisve, K3a.
G. B. ALLEN, A. G. P. A, St.
Lomb, Mo.
ALBEN W. BARKLEY

UlilLIC SCHOOL TEACH- Rooms st6 and
ERS WILL BE HELD
Will prac..nt•
41 JULY 26-27.

It

Supt. Leib and Family Leave Soon
for Sojourn—State Fund Allows
$3.25 This Year.
One week from 'today the sunfmer
normal school fior the white public
tiNvithers comes to a close at the
Washington building after haring run
six weeks. The Week following Superintendent C. M. Leib, of the .public school., will then hold at that
building the examination for the
teachers. The examirtuticons will he
:held Wednesday and Thursday, the25th and 46th of this month, end at
that time all the public school teachers in the city will be tested in their
knowledge and sciiool work. The
teachers want the examinations in order to try and raise their general percentage granted them on their certificates the last time they were examined. Those teachers out of the
c:ty and the new of.ines coming here
horn other places to teach next year,
will he given an examination during
August after they come back from
their summer vacations, most of them
the outside normal inaway
aftlnlions. These coming examineLiners arc for the white instructres
a'rone, and thout.e for the colored teach
:ers have not yet been ahanged. In
ithe ixamitrations the superintendent
be asoisted by Professor W. H.
Sugg and Miss Emmet Morgan.

•
1,1

•

Takes Vacation.
The last of this month Superintendent Leib intends gs.ring to the Ozark
mountains- for a several weeks' vacation in order to resit up after a Wen. nous twelveznorrths' service. His wife
and child will go to Chictago for a
visit to the former's brothers living
there.

t

24.

Fraternity Was

•

Clem

G. C. DIUGUID,

Attorney-at-Law,
Room No. 3, Columlia Btu

Dr. B. B. Uriffith

and

thr8-220 Court at.

T. B. tiarrison,

sell
Old

CUR
PITTSBURG
COAL
Is the cheapest on the
market. We also have
the best Kentucky Coal
in Paducah. Get our prices before placing your
.... order....

veleets

everything
phone

-305

Frafisioii,

illeviag wagon in ceneircika.
Ilk Star Steam I....unary is aag1117
corrinceickd b; al .4 no have toeti
work done by than, ..eatest, cleane,i
mid best.

•

No Heat Now
To catme—the-freah paint so
Palming done now will stay painted
4 we do the work.
Warren & Son, t,
North Sixth
Phone 541-A.

Mittsburg Coal Co.

Subscribe for the IZegister.

0.0
...,•••••••S

•
• ••

4

The Most Complete Rubber Tire Plant
In The City.

in the city. Suits made to order.

*

Louis Clerk the Sow* Seibold
arem grocer, is vole ague for Betas Creek sessiarrines health fonds of
ninny swamies Yost releastile sad
digestible.
THE BUGGY SEASON IS ON. WE HAVE THE MOST COMPLETE LINE IN THE CITY. OUR RUBBER-TIRE PLANT IS
RUNNING NIGHT AND DAY. LET
US
RE-RUBBER
YOUR
WHEELS WITH THE BEST GRADE OF MORGAN & WRIGHT,
TWO-WIRE RUBBER TIRES AT THE LOWEST PRICES.
WE
ALSO HAVE A COMPLETE LINE OF HARNESS, SADDLES, BRIDLES AND, INI FACT, EVERYTHING IN HORSE AND MULE
JEWELRY, BUGGIES, PHAETONS, SURRIES, RUN-ABOUTS AND
SPRING-WAGONS
DON'T FAIL TO CALL AND LOOK OVER OUR IMMENSE
STOCK, AND GET OUR PRICES BEFORE YOU PURCHASE.
SALES ROOMS NO. 212 BROADWAY; WAREHOUSE
NO. I
MBYERS STREET; WAREHOUSE NO. 2, THIRD AND MONROE.

WOOD

LE.Bell olt• Sons.
Vernon Blythe

4+444,444444444344Poi
—EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE,
Stocznotboats
4-4r40-1-45f-i-PW-11111+ frOF+('W-1-1W

ti.T.Rivers,M. D.

•
*111111

aria
Irlilcihesra

• t•

1R30.

t°'

ON

Two Thousand Dollars, a Gold Watch
and Half a Gallon of Whisky.

St. Louis and Teneseee River Packet company—the cheapmt and beat

Mee 253

St. Louis, July 13.—Christian F. G.
3.0. Millar
Meyer, president of the Meyer Bros. j. R. Headrick.
Drug company, died yesterday afternoon tat Hamburg, Germany, while on
a tour of Europe. He was accornptnied by his wife.
LAWYERS
Mr. Meyer departed April I, to
the
during
a
tour
- make
of Europe
Rooms 1, a and 3 Register Build/trimmer. He expected to return in
September. A. F. Fohne.1, a repretentative of the drug company, is at ing. 533 1-3 Broanwel'•
Carlsbad and will go to Hamburg to
Practice in all the courts of the
take "urge of the body.
The news of his death came as a state. Both phones 31.
great shock to his family and friends.
as he left St. Louis in the best of
health, and from letters received from
him since he stated that he was feeling well.
Mr. Meyer was one of the best
known S. Louis business men. He
'Phone 136-Red.
Was born in Westphalia-, Prussia, in

IN AN OLD SAFE.

++++++++++++

"NItAR TO NATURE'S HEART."
Residence sod

DEAL'S

•

Excursions

TELEPHONES

Crittenden Springs

Paducah
Mattress Co.

excursion out cri Clachiseak.

$8.00

...HOTEL...

HENDRICK A MILLER

'

*
•
•

JOHN G. REHKOPF BUGGY00.

Pi

r

-

the nicest line of samples kr tints

3ig Kentucky ave.---Tel. p6-red
New Buildings.
•
inside
of
Work di fini-bing up the
the two additional rooms is coming
Paducah Undertaking
*king nicely at the colored school
Oompany.
building on North Ninth at Boyd
•
street. At the Mechanicsburg- buildS. P. POOL, Paraseer
the contractors continue suffering
Dry Hickory Stove
MIT NANCE. Asst.
s‘delays on account of not being able
to get their material as rapidly as Wood,$1.25 per wagon ,sog baulk ?hied Sweet.
Reeldeses over ewe.
they should. The timbers are of especial size and quality and every few load delivered prompt- Both Pleases iro --Prises Reeeessekes
days they have to knock off work unly ior cash. Telephone
til more material comes.
Clerk's Greek Confectiosary sod
!rub 9tors has a fine Line of Freaks,
442,old phone.
Steel School Fund. •
Andies, Oranges ace Bananas. Tips
State Superintendent James Fuqua',
Chespeopt
place is Parietals. 3oa
of the public schools., has sent out
frinn Frankfort information that this
year the city and county schools all
over Kentucky will receive $325 nut Office phone 251, Residence phone
E. H. PURY Edtk
474
of the state school'fund for every inthabitant of school age residing in the
ATTORNEY-A7-LAW,
respective counties and municipalities.
and 6 Resister Sundaes,
Roans
This is the !newel amount ever ifPHYSICIAN AND SURGEON.
lowed fire eschichild, last year it beBrodway, Pleases, 16y.
ing $2.95. As Paducah has about 6,Rooms 2o4-6 Fraternity Building.
New Peons ago.
000 people of school age *hie means
she will get something in the neighSpeaMtlee:
borhood of $ifi.000 out of the state
Airsirecang of
'fund.
PutlartING, Corporation sad
Real /Imam Law.
OFFICE ir 20 Noetu FIFTH
DIED IN GERMANY.
Head of St. Louis' Leading Drug
Houses Dies Suddenly.

4445

TRUEHEART BUILDING.
If you wens your cio:hert cleaned,
Both phones 88 at the office, both
phones aso at residence. Office heurs aped or repaired, take them to K. C.
7 to g a. m.; I to 3 p. in.; 7 tO g p. na.
Roe., 3en South Third street. I have

Mr

•

4_,

Uo to Langstall-%
Mt'• C. 1/
">n want anything r'lade-wood.
Ity can make it to' • On. Get lance,
on Siolriu Laths au ee4nok-s

Paducah
Steam Dye Works

Eleven Attending.
There are eleven teachers attending the eokred normal school being
—When in Want of—
conducted at the. building on Eighth
TIRES
REPAIRING
and Ohio streets by Professor Ben- RUBBER
ton. Today they close the first week
BUGGIES, CARRIAGES, ETC.
of their school which will continue
for one ris-uth, and the deep interest Horse-Shoeiag, General Blacksmith.
they are taking in same is very gratiing Call on
fying to the officials in charge of the
county
schools.
city and
J. V. GRIEF.

4

Buy anything

Taylor & Lucas,

e„

•

toVes co2cl
Fztarpitarte.

NEAR MARION, KY.
zoo Room Motet--High and Dry arid
Well Vest:Dated.
A NICE PLACE TO SPEND
YOUR VACATION.
THE BEIM OF HOTEL ACTHE
COMMODATIONS, AND
BEST OF LIFE GIVING WATERS.
MUSIC THE ENTIRE SEASON.
FROG HUNTING, FISHING,
SQUIRREL HUNCING, AND IN
PACT ALL KINDS OF AMUSENESTS B0111 FOR TYE OLD
AND THE YOUNG.
SPECIAL RATES ON ALL
RAYLROAD6.
'Bus Line Meets ail Trains.

REAL ESTATE

AGENCY

1.111,TERN KIIPITUCKY FARMS. FAA
AiltrAki REAL MA'
soNTHILY PAYNT LOTS FOR DIVESTMENT. WESTERN
er
KEINTUICatICSAL BSTAT1 JOURNAL PM PRIGS Lr
TO EVERYBODY. SEND PW 'I.

wt.:Jig

for the Round

Irtp to lestessee river
and reborn.

W. WAITTIRAIVICK.. ead.,••••.•%.
=CM

HEATING
Hot Water gm

It is a trip of pleasure, eoadon
and rest; good service, good table;
good rooms, etc. boats leave each
Wednesday and Satawday at 5 p. in.
Doe dater information apply to Jae:
Frank
Illespr, Superintendent;

Steam
DR. W. C. EUBANKS,

I have the fecilities for installing a complete steam or hot

it ossiesspethist.)

DR. ROBT. J. RIVERS

water plant in your store or laits‘e so why not let me make
, 3q6 BroadWay—Phone

tao NORTE! FIFTH STREET
For First-class Upholstering, Mattress
wee. Material and worimmaship guaranteed first class.
Renovating and Fine Repairing.
(Murray Ledger.)
Both Phones 3ss
Mr. W .F. Owsley, Jr., son of the We store, pack and ship furniture as
,late Judge W. F. Ovvsley, of 11-tirksshort notice.
Office Hourst 8 to is a. in., I i0 3
ville, this week opened an old iron
PADUCAH
MATTRESS
CO.
safe belonging to his father and' which
p. in.and 7 to g p. tn.
WA'S found to contain $2,000 in gold,
tits to aig South Third St
Office and Floor Fraternity Building.
a costly gold watch and half a fraltion
-41
of whisky.
The old safe had formerly been used
Subsexibis For The Register.
by its owner in his hank dining the
Arnold
W.
S.
war, and had since stood in the vault
of the_ old building, unopened on acHenry Hammen. !r., the reliabli
--DSN* 1' 18 T—
The real estate agents, has ermines
count of the key being lot. Those Rooms 10. Ti and Ia. rolumbi
Truerm..rt
worth of city property few sale and hook manufacturer, Blank Book.
a position ;tin know anywho are
Job and Kdition binding. The onl)
thirty-five bunts: also three safes.
thing tah t the matter say it hats been
exclusive book binder in Paducah
many years oince the safe was opened Padincali. eat
for
House*
Kentisek7
For perfeenion coo, parity MO&
and probably not since the ciose of
Library work a specialty. ,
Telephsne, old, adds.
Cecil Reed El* Dream elle Agar.
j. C. Flournoy.
thc war.

ED. D. HANNAN

FLOUli•NOY & REE) A.
WYERS

120.

you an estimorte on what it will eoet to have it done in the right

S. DABNEY..

Residence, Scg Broadway.
Phone 149.
MIWNE.M.

J. W. Orr is tame every day waiting on his many cretrouiers. His
Wahl is constantly growirag and he
is pokily deserving to it. Third

The BlIgasc Store, 3oe Broadway, is
nailing Special We priees on Ladies'
Uirthrwear. The ladies of Paducah
wit do tisS to take,abrastage of it

At the head of the class, Elk?
Peelle soc Cigar.

.01•••••••••••••••
••••••ut
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WM'

ing" too, and as you are to he given
some extra duties why not take on
all the affairs .of the country? It
seems to be up to you.
PRESIDENT ORDERS THAT HE
BE
AND OTHERS
Now that ths presidet t. has given
STOr UP.
crders for a close and full investigaWhile the Agricultural Department
tion of the .leak in the agricultural
Leak Is Beirok Investigated b3e
department, it is to be hoped he willDepartment of Justice.
not call off hi:4 "dogs" of justice, as
Washington, July 13.—President
he did when the investeigntion Of the
rebating of the Santa Fe Railroad Roosevelt has been much displeased
because an arrest was not Made long
company was under way. His desire
ago in connection with the leakage of
to let no guilty man escape should be cotton-crop reports. It is said 'Mr.
the rule and not the exception, and, Roosevelt ordered. the arrest of Eduntil it is clear that this is to be the win S. Holmes, Jrsi yet Mr. Holmes
tree man, superxising his
case the country will fear he may is still a
building operations a nd his eZtensive
find a "Morton" friend in the leak- business 'affairs.
age woodpile if the department of
The disposition of Secretary Wiljestke goes to the very bottom. If son to let Mr. Holmes go free was
this should prove the case the work the principal thing, it was itta•Ved,
Which induced the president to lift
would prove all for nothing, of
the whole affair out of the hands of
course.
the secretary of agriculture and to
•
issue orders to the department of jtisThe weather wise are saying that tice to spare nio pains or expenseszti
the opinion the people hold that this pick to the bottom of the affairs of
is the wettest July ever seen is wrong the crop reports.
Instructions given to District Atand they are quoting records of July,
rtiorney
Beach by Solicitor General
1875, when over sixteen inches - of
HOyt are to investigate all things- con
water is said to have fallen over Ken- nected with the bureau of statistics.
tucky, to correct the claim mention- He is not to confine himself to a
ed. Well, the month has over a half mere swch for persons who took
to go yet and in that time a second pert in the sale of government crop
reports. He is teego into all matters
flood which seems possible if not
of administration in convection with
probable—may visit the state. It the bureau. He is to investigate evwould appear that the disputants erybody in the bureau. His province
have spoken a few days too quick to i4 to go into the private as well as
the public lives of the officials, to asget full credit for their wisdom.
certain
whether they have been living
•
Russia's
newest named envoy beyond their income, and if so,
come.
to the Washington Russ-Japanese whence the money has
Mr. Beach will also investigate "the
peace conference is one of the most woman in the case," atibd ascertain
liberal statesmen and one of the most what connecticn, if any, she has had
capable men in the country. He de- with the disclosure of the crop reclined several times to accept the ports, with the ascendency of Mr.
of stati-tics,
honor of being one of the plenipoten- 11.011ne'S in the bureau
and with the indifference of 'Me. Hyde
tiaries until the peace advocates of to the leaks which have steadily octh# country solicited him to serve curred during the last two or three
and the czar had given him complete years.
The investigation is to be concluctpowers In view of the man's high
ed secretly and Mr. Beach annoturceel
standing and his ability and his detoday:"My mouth will he closed frcitii
sire for peace the general world as now until my work is completed."
well as Japan is pleasext at the selection nuide.

•Mir. 1•111•411••.a.
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NEW HARDWARE HOUSE
We have just opened an pp-to-date and well stocked hardwar: department for our establishment, andlire „carrying - a mamm h
stock recognized as one of the finest in the state. It includes

BAD JUDI

GAME

Stoves, Base Burners, Cuttleryjinware,t,Woodenware,,Graniteware, Carpenter and Brick-mason Tools.Wire Nails, Builders'
Hardware,and in fact it line of goods equal to that carried by the
leading houses of the country.

CAIRO T(

Hopkinsville
•
Into (

Le

Being buyers in large quantities, and on a basis with leadinghouses, we are in position to give the:
.best for the least money.
Dont buy before calling•and seeing our varied stock.

Paducah ...
Vincennes a.
Princeton .
Cairo
Hopkinsville
„)(enderson

U. Rehkopt Saddlery Co.,
109 South 2nd Street,
After Germany
TO PLAY FOR EVEN A TARIFF
WAR IS THREATENED.

Yes
.1 Vincennes
Cairo 4, /
Hopkinsl

Paducah, Kentucky.

Ty
Vincennes
Princeton
Hopkinsvi

BASEBALL
TODAY

Proposers Believe They Have Way
to Worst Germany in Game \
Against This Country.

The India
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made two r
tle and full
Duggan and
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had decided
ment. The
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whether he
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PADUCAH VS VINCENNES

(Washington Special.)
Admission—General, e3c; Ora ad &seed, 33c; Box teats, doc.
-Commercial retaliation against GerSeats on Sale at Smith & Nagel's.
toward
hostility
many for her recent
the United States is likely to be a
Game Called at 3:30 p. m.
question of large magnitude during
in the
congress,
of
session
the
next
Friday Morning, July le, rope.
belief of students of current developments in tariff and general commercial
affairs.
Railway Building.
The proposal of the maxinrum and
We will make you prices on WatchAccording to statistics given in the
minimum tariff is known to be rees,
Clocks, Jewelry, Silver Ware, DiaJUDGE
REED
WILL
CALL
COLceiving serious consideration in most
Railway Age of railroad conosuction
LgGE
SUIT
THIS
AFTERmonds,
and guarantee to save you 30
Great
influential quarters. By gving
in the United States during the first
NOON.
minimum,
all
Britain
the
benefit
of
per
cent.
Isn't it singolar how every man
six months of the present year, show
' in return for her policy of free acill talk shop." There is Gen. Rob"a
Rogers A a. Teaspoons, replier
amount
of
the
'.
44 general falling off in
ceptance of all our goods and by im- Chief Collins Ordered Lawyer to
FOUND
counMOORE
England,
who
says
his
DETECTIVE
of
Si.",
grade, 73c a ant Engraving free.
of
miles
of
track laid. The number
posing the maximums on all goods
Hold Up Suit He Threatens
WHEEL STOLEN FROM
protection.
try
needs
a
big
army
for
Germany,
our
ports
from
received
at
Rogers'
Knives and Forks at Ilan
Against
News
-Democrat.
road actually constructed in this time
WALTER SULLIVAN.
be
served
says
the
double
purpose
would
Admiral
Dewey
Our
own
the
•
set.
was only 1,284 miles, as compared
•
of punishing Germany and discourA Waltham or Elgin jewel movetut being filed
on the ,
Yesterday
-with 1,937 in the same time last year United States needs a big navy for
Thief Brought Back Wheel of Dr. aging the Chamberlain movement in
Every
other
man
would
protection.
Drat/ghagainst
the
Milton
Finch
by
merit,
so year case, $8.50.
and 2,221 in the first six months of
Great
Horace Rivers After Taking a
circuit other bargains.
the
college,
in
bit...inc.*
interest
or
recommend
that
no
doubt
ee
Ride—Anothfr Gone.
The effects of s#11r a plan, it
1903. Some -'road wass constructed in
set the proclosest conurged, would titan& these effective court, Judge W. NV. Reed
Don't forget the place. YeUow frontthirty-six of the forty-fist states that calling with which he is
ceeding for hearing this morning, but
retailiations against Germany: rewithout doubt. It
3: Broadway.
Among the thieves an epidemic of
constitute the Union, New England nected as a benefit
case
Benton
on
a
to
he
has
to
go
as
would certainly i be "shop" with any bicycle stealing seems to have brok- ducing the amount of Germany's ex- he wilt not be able to take the local
being the only section in which no
Twenty Years' Experience.
ports to this fountry; increa9ing Enthem.
en loose, as many bikes have been
proceeding up until this afternoon
track was laid, while more than half and every one of
this
country
by
to
gland's
exports
Eye See Jewelry and Optical Co.
taken during the past few- days.
chance to do the tinn- about 3 olckock. This is the pokIenn
of the new road was in the South and
IS* contended by many papers and
Yesterday Detective Moore recov- giving lwr the
tuition
t
attend
paid
stt BROAD WAY.
where
Finch
Germany is now doing; conSouthwest.
persons that Judge Coclwan's trans- ered the wheel that was .stolen ser- iness
expelled
the
school
and
claims
vincing Flritain that she can get a
J. A KONETZKA, Jeweler end
all
Railroad building has been more fer of the Powers case from the state ial nights ago from Walter Sullivan square commercial deal without in- him because he did not peri
Optician.
man
had
Palmer.
The
young
at
the
his bookkeeping work at the co
active for severtil years in the South to federal courts- is a slap at state's
MI new goods. See us before you
left it standing there and yesterday augurating the Chamberlain policy. rooms. He enjoins Prof. Draughon
and Southwest than in any other parts rights. Well, wasn't the court, of ap- the sleuth found the bike on the which would favor the colonies as
buy.
to compel the latter to reinstate him.
of the es-Aunty, but the South is still peals' three reversals of the findings houseboat of Henry Ronde'', color- against the United State,: protecting
growing
trade
Canada
our
with
deficient int railroad inikage as com- of the lower cote ss a slap at alleged ed, moored at the foot of WashingNew Trial Refused.
against the possible blight that woold
pared with other sections of the coun- -justice? Now which was the worst ton !street beside the river front follow inauguration of a British taryesterday
Justice Jesse 'Young
docks of the Pittsburg Coal comheard the application of Hannah Datry. The number of miles of railroad reflection?
iff
union,
gieitng.
preference
England
IS WRITING INSURANCE FOR
pany. Ronde% being watchman for
over this country in Canada's mar- vidson, colored, for a new trial.
in the South is only about one-sevWham In. age to do with a sten- the plant. He stated he bought the
which was refused her. The court THE
NORTHWESTERN
MU- enth of that in the entire country. ographer if ability is to be the wheel feran some party, giving him kete; forting an "gene in Germany as
then suspended the $5 fine against the TUAL LIFE OF
agrarian,
and
the
inbetween
the
MILWAUKEE.
The older Southern stbtes, compared guage? It is tree that the advertise; $2.25 for it. Sullivan is the young
dustriaS, which would probably se- negress, pending her plod behavior.
rrAn
formerly
connected
with
the
are
HE
of
them,
directly
north
SOLICITS
YOUR BUSINESS.
with those
cult in a more moderate tariff policy She was fined for threatening to do
who wants to know the age of would- credit cortripany.
Mr d'e Lucy Young, white, bodily YOU WILL DO WELL TO SEE
great
ultimate
that
our
*till deficient in railroads.'
in
to
country,
be place applicants may know what
The same night this bike was stolharm
en, another was taken, it being that advantage.
HIM. ROOM 12, TRUEHEART
The lack of proper "head work" he wants, but it is doubdul. Perhaps
in
engaged
is
Europe
Continenta:
of
Dr. Horace Rivers, and was stolSuit
Held
Up.
the
which
in
clearly lost yesterday's game of ball the ,ex was meant.
a
warfare
of
tariffs,
BUILDING.
OLD PHONE, OFen from the front porch of his. ofsamt
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State,
United
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police
of
the
Collins,
James
Chief
for Paducalls., With three Mell on
fice
located in the residence between
Though his name, that of M. Witte,
according to force has instructed Isis attorney, FICE, ;go; RESIDENCE. stb.
bases and Only one man out and a eould seem to the contrary there is The Palmer and, the Kentucky the- treatment that she is
atre
The thief satisCed his desire (thee countries. Germany is just at Thomas Crice, to 'hold up the suit
poot batter at the plate what was the He more serious man in
Russia that to ride 25' the next day
present the most extreme high tariff he claims he will file against the
the wheel
proper chin to have done was ficr the the czar's newest appointee to the
was brought hack and placed on the country, but is not much behind News-Democrat Publishing Company
4,44e9 to hive either hit the ball, if Washington peace conference. In porch again and left,
some of the other's. Germany is a for $1o.0000on the ground that the
without it begood customer of America, but ad- paper published articles referring to
he could, or waited for his base on this instaace there is a paradox in the ing discovered who the thief was.
Mr. James Weille. the clothier, vocates of reprisal point out that she im as a thug. Captain Joe Wood
balls, or even stood up end struck out envoy's name.
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SEND YOUR ROUGH
yesterday reported to the police that is Inspired not by a disposition of filed his action against the paper the
there being a ferst-class and quite safe
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necessities.
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this
week.
first of
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Grafters are not barren. They are the evening before his bicycle was buy, What she can't get elsewhere.
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scored, Cooper going to second.
DIA S
Moves Quarters
Thompson singled and Cooper scored, Thompson going to 'third on
Decker's' fumble. Hippert add 13asWEREi LOSER.S boar
struck out.
MOVCOMPANY
WINSTEAD
BAD JUDGMENT GAVE FIRST
•

GAME TO THE VISIT-

1,

ING TEAM.

CAIRO TOOK

\

ANOTHER ONE

Hopkinsville Again Took Henderson
Into Camp—Paducah Still
Leads the League.

How They Stand.
W. L.
Paducah
48 23
Vincennes *
42 18
Princeton
35 37
Cairo
34 37
28 41
Hopkinsviik
.0
INenderson
25 46
Yesterday's R
/ 'Vincennes 2, Paducart.14
Cairo 4, Princeton 3.
Hopkinsidlle 4,- Hendeeson. 3.
I
e,
liOday's Schedule.
‘'incennes
Princeton- ar airO.

Paducah's run was maste in the
sevenels. After Taylor died Perry
waited and •went to second on Coops-es fullrbl0a. of Potts"hit, Land singled and Perry scored, Potts going
to second. Decker was safe on Hippert's fumble, filling the bags. South
bunted to Duggan and a double play
reeultecl to Forney to Wilkinson.
South's pitching was a feature of
the game.
The <dificial sumenary follows:
Vincennes
ab r bh po a
Wilkinson, ib.
3 1 o 14 o o
300000
Hahn, If.
Cooper, as.
4' 1 e 4 2 I
Thompson, if.
4 o 1 1 1 0
Hippert, ab.
4 0 0 1 5 0
B arbour, 3•b
3 o 1 3 o o
Donovan, cf.
300000
Forney, c.
2 0 o 4. 3 o
Duggan, p.
30007

Pct.
.676
.600
486
•479
Totals,
-406
.353 Paducah,
'elk-Clain, If.
Gilligan, lb.
Bohannon, de
Taytar, cf
Perry, ss.
Potts, 2b.
Land, c
Decker, rf.
South, p.

—

— — --

3 27 -18 2
ab r bh po a e
4 0 3 i o o
400900
4 0 1 o o o
401300
2 1 0 2 3 0
2 o
4 0 0 1
9 2 o
4 0•
1
4 o
300030

29

2

•

!•
•

•

I

1

J

I

4

3.5

.39 4/ 13 45 41

ING DOWN ON SECOND
STREET.
Misses Mattie Van Pelt and Kate
Nunemacher Open Stenograpleic
Office—Business World.

(.20.11 15.0 )24t ,Xxi50
TT-,
50'

The Vinstead Medicine company'
has commenced moving into the new
quarters on North Second street between Broadway and Jefferson, they
having taken the storeroom vacated
by Friedman & Keiber
-- when the latter moved to their new btrildiug on
the corner. Yesterday the medicine
company unloaded several carloads
of bottles into the new quarters, and
will from now on move their stock
and effects from their pr
- esent ledas
tion on South Seventh, between Ken- I
tucky avenue and Waeltingtcni street.
Ladies Enter Business.
Misses Mkittie Van Pelt and Kate
Nunernacher have formed a partnership to do stenographic end typewriting work, and engaged the two
rooms formerly occupied on the second floor of the Fraternity building
by Dr. Olivia Nelon, who has moved
out. Both are among the city's most
expert and accurate followers of the
profession and well known to ever
body.

Totals,

•

ItIll

33 .1 7 27 to 1
New Ice Plant.
By Innings.
The officials of the Comimercial
Innings.
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9—r b e
Club state that they have about got
Vincennes 2 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0-2 3 2 things in form for organization and
Paducah 000000100--! 7 I establishment here of a new ice
facSacrifice hit,—Huhn. Stolen bases tory of sufficient capacity to furnish
—Me-Clain, Gilligan, Taylor. Double all the trades of Western Kentucky.
plays—Duggan to Forney to Wilker- The capital is 'to be $2o0.000, and the
son. Left on bases—Vincennes '3. site for the buildings has already
Paducah 8. Struck out—By Duggan. been picked out and will be bought.
4; by South 9. Fleece on balls—Off If carried through successfully the
Duggan 2, off South 3. Time of game plant will get to work by the first of
—1:3s.
next year, and guarantee ice at 25
Unwire— F)cketone.
cetits per too pounds. Many of the
best known and most substantial busHens Downed Again.
iness men of the town are intereeted
-Henderson, Ko,
July
13.—By in the project that also has .outside
bunching hits th,.,
atics beat the capital.
•
/ocals ties afte
—At was a hardfought and well played game HopTearing Out Fronts.
kinsviikei errors helped get HenderContracted William Lockwood has
son's runs. The summary:
corrimenced work of tearing out the
✓
e old fronts of the two buildings Sam
Hopkinevele
4 10 5 Goodman bought from Mrs. AshHenderson
brook on North Second near Broad3 9
Batteries—Deernond and Rnledge; way and just to the rear of the Postal Telegraph company. The buildGilbert and Clegt. •ii
ings will be remodeled and rented
out. Mr Goodman will spend several
Hitting Some.
thotrsand
dollar's putting them in first
Cairo, 1W, July 13.—Cairo won this.
afternoon by hard hitting. The vis- clays condition.
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WATTS BOULEVARD (Ohio street reconstructed) when completed will commence on Broadway
at Fountain avenue, thence south on extension of that avenue to Ohio street, then out Ohio
street to John Noble's old
home place—about 20 blocks.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the first street south of Broadway that does not rup up hill at 28th. street. The
Noble residence is estimated to be at4oth street.
WATTS BOULEVARD is the most elevated street in the city limits--level and straight—without
-cut or fill
for about two miles, and runs through the center of the future population of "GREATER
PADUCAH." A late
canvas showed that between Worten's addition—W. F. Bradshaw's east line—Broadway and
Mayfield road, 2,000
lots were owned by 600 differentn persons—acar line is therefore assured in the near future.
To start WATTS BOULEVARD the avove three blocks HAVE BEEN LAID OUT
GENEROUSLY AND
WILL BE IMPROVED IN' THE MOST LIBERAL MANNER. LOTS 5ox150 feet; alleys
eg feet wide; sidewalks 15 feet wide, go feet from fence to fence; from curb to curb 6o feet; parks 20 feet
wide street will be
graded and graveled; cement curbing around parks; cement curbing to sidewalks; four foot
strip cement sidewalk; city water put in.
Price of lots $400; $too cash---$15o after street is
graveled—$150 when water is in and cement work finisSed.
Nature has greatly favored this district—high and
well
drained—with fine. old forest trees
and
notural
lawns.
Paducah has no residence property its equal in natural advantages and high class
improvements. An attempt will be made to make WATT'S BOULEVARD the show street
of Paducah and these
substantial improvements will begin to give this district the prominence it deserves.
When Paducah has 5o,000 people the fashionable drive will be out Jefferson street to 28th
street, south to
Broadway, out Broadway to Wallace park, south to Watt's Boulevard, then down Watts
Boulevard to Broadway '4441X
at Fountain avenue—about 5 miles.
Y4011
Before improvements are laid down a limited number of finished tete will be sold at guaranteed
byt ta!":
prices—
lots reserved from first buyers.
soequ.
At the request of a sufficient number of first buyers restrictions will be placed on cost of
residences. Every
lot is numbered by stake in middle of lot.
1112111e;
Ring up No. t99, Old Phone, and I will call on you with prices and other particulars interesting
to
buyers
W. F. 11INNICH, Agent,
Truehart Building, 520 Broadvriay:
_If(23

me.
Good
The Indians
s gone
eger
in the first in
Itilh
Likes
made two runs. It was a royal battle and full of excitement. Johnny
Duggan and Weldon Sourh were piteed against each other, and South
had decidedly the be, si the argument. The same old trtierY fieflows—
iouth had his hoodoo.
Paducah bad opportunities to win,
bat why the team did not was a subCAUSED TWO ARRESTS 'YES- MR. INGRAM HAS SIGNED UP
ject of discussion last night. Some
TERDAY BY THE POLICE
WITH BOARD OF PUBLIC
fans think Capt. Gilligan made a misFORCE.
WORKS.
take in having South to bunt in the
-eventh indhore on whose 'bunt a
doable play resulted The bags were
While Officers Are Looking for M. The Contract is Not Yet Completed
full in this pacticular inning with but
Roberts on Charge of Assaulting
and Ready for the Signature of
An out, Potts being on third. *Potts
Lena Mallory.
Mr. Bridges.
got a slow lead off and was caught
at the plat. If he had started with
Two arrests were made yesterday
Yesterday afternoon the board of
the delivery 61 the ball possibly he
disgraceful
commotion
in
with
the
works held a special meeting
patilie
would have scored, and again he
trolley ride of a number of colored for tihe purpose of signing up conmight have not. At any rate Potts
people Weitnesday evening, while an- tracts with President George Ingram,
was an easy out at the plate and
other err:4 tis. to be made just when of the Southern Bitulitiric company
%WI was doable() at first. Some
the accu.
is dotinde The police in- of Nashville. His company will do
fans believe dal South should have
tend sifting the matter to the bottom the brick and bitukehic work on
lelt the hall out. At that the same
and their efforts will result in this Kentucky avenue, Jefferson street
play might have taken place. Recharacter of carousal and debauchery and Sixth,. Seventh and Ninth streets
ardless of how the play should have
tieing broken up.
from Jefferson to the avenue. The
been made Agtedame ass s dand.ye.itors' runs were due to errors.
Yesterdals VVIltet1igg and Will,.Kirk 'documents: were signed by both parnd had tfit-Icirs on edge from start
e
•
11)
senetnary:
The
both colored, were arrestea on the ties, and 'Stk. Ingram left last evens finish.
Princeton
3 4 5
charge
of • selling liquor without a beg for other places on business. The
eegain in the eighth inning Gilligan Cairo
4 10 6
the trolley cars, and contract with Thomas Bridges &
aboard
license
verran third base with only one out
Downing;
patteries:—Asher and
both execuled bond for their appear- Sons was not signed, because they
and was caught. It is a question Lane and Harvey.
ASSIGNEE JAMES CAMPBELL
ance before Judge Sanders this mr•rn are not yet ready. They get the conwhether he could have made home.
SOLD GRACE STOCK TO
crete sidewalk work all along these
ing in the delice come.
He turned back and was put ont.
TAYLOR FISHER.
BASET1ALL NOTES.
The poAe are now looking for M. thoroughfares. Messes. Bridges and
Wilkinson started the first inning
yesterday
'Rdbette, the .dacky who -is charged Ingram both came in
by walking. Hahn sacrificed. CoopDeeds Lodged Yesterday at County
Today ii ladies' day.
with knocking Lena Mallory aown at morning.
er singled to right and Wilkinson
Clerk's Office to Be Recorded
Sixth and Broadway whik the trolley
Before leaving yesterday Mr. InBy Him.
Well, the Indians will take the next
cars were standing there, and cutting gram stated that he could not just
two from Vincennes.
nas
temple, where an yet tell when his men would come
'Assignee James Campbell, Jr., of her painfully en the
the Henry B. Grace cigar and pool- artery was severed and occasioned a here and start the work. He will
Decker made another pretty catch
great' flow of blood over her person. start the storm water sewerage sysroom eetablishrnent, yesterday at priShe got a. Warrant out for him and tem first and keeping that part of the
in right field end got a hit.
vate sake sold to Taylor Fir/her the
stock and effect of that store for the authorities expect to pick him up reconstruction several blocks ahead
at any moment.
of the other work, then bring al •
Big "Bill" Frakes does stunts to- $1,000.
thepaved'and
bittdithic street work
Yesterday
f
portireei
rom
the
all
-of
day. He has .been tick but it alright
Mao stock was valued at $854 by
now,
the appraisers selected by Judge city touched by the car lines could be right behind, if possible.
When voiced if he thought he would
Lightfoot in the county court for this heard complaints from the respectAnd similar summer bowel disAn attempt was made yesterday to purpose. They were Taylor Fisher, able people regarding the unprecedent get started by August 1-t he said he
orders demand prompt attenget Cooper on the Indian team, but Robert Micieheit and Haery Ru- ed and disgraceful affair, and the ride would not like to estimate with' any
tion.
Such attacks should be
the money consideration was loo big. dolph. who went over the goods and is doubtless the last 'one that the degree of certainty because it being
darkies will take aboard the cars as snob a big contract, and there so
fixtures Wednesday night.
checked as soon as possible.
the street railway officials will toler- great an amount of preparations to
HENRY'S
There Itroriuld be no kicking on yesate
nothing of the kind, much lees the be made, he would have to get things
Deeds Recorded.
terday's game. It was full of exciteDIARRHOEA
public at large.
in better shape before announcing the
Property
lying
on
the
Mill
Cross
ment and one of the beet of the seaCORDIAL
exact time for commencement of oproad in the county 'has been sold by
son.
It has (kvelciped that one C. L. erations. He will 'begin immediately,
Quickly stops diarrhoea, dysenW1 R. Rudolph to Mrs. J. S. Kirby
i tary, summer complaint and
for $425 and the deed filed for record Melvin, who is a crank, blew up three though to start sending !hie men
The teams are getting bunched and yeriterclay
saloons in lela, Kan., and destroyed here and outfit for the contract, and
bloody flax.
Relieves cramps
with' the county clerk.
it is a good thing for the league. It
and cholera morbus.
R. Holt bought from Joel Bern- $1o.000 worth of property. He stole push things off as rapidly as possiA very
makes the interest keen in all the al! • for
efficient remedy for all summer
Sloes property lying in the the dynnatite from, a quarry near ble.
citied
there. At lase accounts Melvin was
1 bowel disturbances.
Johnson Maplesvreed Terrace.
—Subscribe for the Register.
E. W. Whittemore sold to Orpha io large in hiding
Vincennes is playing good ball J Bugg for $1.5oo, property lying benow and will he a herd proposition yond the cemetery on West Trimithe next two games. So much the ble street.
H.
merrier.
Samuel dedeme bought from Reuben Rowland and wife for $90. MeVDruggist
It was reported last night that Gil- erty in Rrnolandtown.
ligan had resigned as captain of the
t. Sixth and Broadway
FOR YOUR DINNER.
• Indians. The report could not be
Lieut. R. E. Reidy expects to leave
EVERY DAY EXCEPT SUNDAY.
• verified, but it is hoped he will stay this week for anether dash to the
TELEPHONE 61.
11:30 UNTIL 2 P. M.
1 at the head, for Gilligan knows the North Pole. He iv-all ready at New
ettiAMINIVIIMiIIV411044441P-44witakistHamle
game.
DINNER SUNDAY, WINE INCLUDED,
York after several weeks of delay.

That Trolley Ride Contract Signed

Stock Sold

Diarrhoea
and
Dysentery

•

p•

a

I

GO TO
HOTEL LAGOMARSINO

Oehlschlaeger

35e

50e.

GUARANTEED

2 Quart
Fountain Syringe

50c
HAYES
L. A. Philbert, Ph., G., Mgr.
7th and Broadway.
Tel. est
*Prescriptions cal/ad for and delivered free of charge anywhere in the

city.
W. Mike Qlive.
Geo. W. Oliver.
Benton,. Ky.
Paducah, Ky.
Tiros B. McGregory,
Benton, Ky.

OLIVER, OLIVER.
& McGREGOR
LAWYERS
OFFICES: Beaten. Ky., rear bank
Marshall County; Paducah, Ky.,
Room 114 Fraternity Building.
New Phone 114.
Old Phone 3o3.

Dr. Hoyer
113% South Fourth St.
Office hours
9-11 a. ea.
Office hours
p. EL
Office hours
7-9 IX ISIL
New Phone No. 8, Old Phone No. re.

a.

H. B KEEBLER3
CONTRACTOR AND BUILDER_
Repair work and fencing a specialty.
Phone tem

Dr. J. T. GILBERT
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN .
Phone 196. 4W4 Broadway,
PADUCAH, KY.
Dry Hot Air Baths give:, when indicated.
Do you care for your teeth? A
clean mouth and good teeth ;re ridessary to health. Paducah Dental
Parlors exemine you. teeth free.

PUKE COAL MEANS
Our Kentucky Coal will give the most heat, burns up clean and makes no clinkers

14'amily Lump,well screened 11c bu.
Large Nut
lOcibu

Large Egg
Nut
_10c bu.

5

• Place your order for coal with us

United States Gas, Coal
.oth phones 254.

. •

4

Coke Company
Office F4c -3t of Ohio Street
dn.

•

•
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ARE to be found at GEO. ROCK'S, the oldest

McPHER.SON'S
DRUG STORE

/1 and one of the most reliable shoe merchants
in Paducah. Everything in my large and well
selected stock is being sold at actual cost for
cash until August 1st.

Call early and get the best selections.

WANT
COLUMN I

GEO. ROCK.

Paducah, Ky.

321 Broadway,

Puddles Of Water

Is Your Appetite Poor?
BELVEDERE

tkak For Belvedere,

•

The Master Brew

Paducah Brewery Co.
Kentucky.
Paducah,

TAKE

Lemon Chill Tonic

The Paducah Banking Co.
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Griffin In Bad

Ask Your Grocer
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A Bargain
Banquet
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Department Store
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